
The entrance to  
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The name Ellicott and watchmaking have a link stretching back to the 

seventeenth century, when the brand was founded by renowned 

watchmaker John Ellicott I. Ellicott was extremely passionate about 

horology with a rare dedication to excellence in every aspect of his 

work, quickly gaining a reputation for the quality of his mechanisms, 

the refined and elaborate decoration and also for the innovative 

research and the movements he developed – he is even credited with 

developing the world’s first centre second hand.

Then, following in his father’s footsteps, came John II (1706-1772) who 

went into the family business and eventually became the most prominent 

businessman of the family. Rumour has it that John II’s biggest skill lay 

in his ability to cherry pick the best watchmakers, which enabled the 

company to produce pocket watches of unrivalled quality. And it 

was John II’s achievements in the field that brought fame and 

fortune to the family name leading Ellicott to be accepted 

as a member of the Clockmakers Company as well as being 

invited to join The Royal Society, constructing public 

clocks, perfecting and adapting to his own use the cylinder 

escapement, devising an ingenious compensation pendulum 

and eventually making timepieces for the great monarchs of 

Europe, among them King George III of England.  

King Ferdinand VI of Spain, was presented with an Ellicott 

Equation of Time pocket watch in 1748 at the Royal Palace of 

Madrid. The story goes that King Ferdinand dropped his watch 

and asked John II to repair it. As well as being a watchmaker, John 

II was also a scientist, linguist and businessman and this occasion 

resulted in him replying modestly to the King (in fluent Spanish of 

3 Despite the rich heritage associated with its name, Ellicott is a 

relatively new face on the watch scene. Showing in Basel for 

the third time this year, the brand was set to impress with myriad 

complications and avant-garde designs for both men and women.

Tracey Llewellyn

SomethingBorrowed

An 18th-century pocket 
watch constructed by  
the watchmakers of the 
original Ellicott company.
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course): “There is only one man that can repair this 

watch Sir and that is Thomas Mudge of London – he 

is the man that made your watch.” Letters confirm 

that Mudge – the man many credit as the greatest 

horologer of all time – did indeed take commissions 

from Ellicott .

If the name fits
Sadly, after 200 years of continuous production, 

spanning four generations, the Ellicott family ran 

out of heirs and the business ceased, lying dormant 

until 2001 when Pierre-André Finazzi realised the 

company’s potential and set out to resurrect it. Of 

his decision Finazzi – the man responsible for the 

revival of Graham London and co-founder of the 

British Masters – says: “As a curious and interested 

person, I was always aware of British watchmaking 

history and of all the famous British horologists. 

Then, during the early part of this decade life offered 

me the opportunity to start a new watchmaking 

venture, and I could think of no better name than 

that of Ellicott. 

“Just like when John II and subsequent generations 

joined the company as sons perpetuating their 

fathers’ work, it is with great respect and inspiration 

that I continue to cultivate the British heritage of 

the brand and to promote and establish the Ellicott 

name throughout the world. Today, everyone 

involved in the new company has a genuine passion 

for haute horlogerie and the modern day Ellicott 

represents a unique heritage and a fantastic means 

for expressing this passion.”

Finazzi acknowledges that there has been a general 

trend in recent years for Swiss brands to pay tribute 

to the role England played in the story of time-

Today, everyone involved in the 
company has a genuine passion 
for haute horlogerie and the 
modern day Ellicott represents a 
unique heritage and a fantastic 
means for expressing this passion

Drawing on his experience, Pierre-André Finazzi brought the 
Ellicott spirit back to life with the formation of Ellicott SA. More 
than a comeback saga, the company reflects a meeting of minds, 
of talents and of visions across the centuries.

Left: The Ellicott Tourbillon Springfield ECW1 has a white or rose gold case with tantalum bezel and 
back and features a tourbillon movement with two oscillating weights and skeleton dial.

The Tourbillon Springfield 
is powered by an automatic 
movement that was created 

by Ellicott and Christophe 
Claret. It contains two 

rotors, called a ‘butterfly 
system’, that can be  

seen behind triangular 
cutouts in the dial  

fluttering like  
diamond-covered  
butterfly wings.
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telling and says: “I’m glad that the general public is 

becoming aware of the authentic mechanical roots 

of one of mankind’s greatest concerns – time. The 

current synergy between the Swiss and UK watch 

industries is a fantastic thing – a reunion of great 

minds, past and present, for unparalleled creations.”

So today, the aims of Ellicott, according to Finazzi, 

are to perpetuate the original company’s sense for 

innovation and to create products that combine a 

strong identity and a timeless flair while applying 

its particular knowledge of high tech materials. 

To which ends the entire Ellicott team of seven 

(Finazzi himself is not only CEO but also designer 

and developer) works to keep their brand at the 

centre of haute horlogerie. “We don’t really think 

that much about our positioning in the market,” 

says Finazzi. “When you are really passionate and 

enthusiastic about your work, there is no such 

thing as competition, just a continuous quest for 

excellence in your own products.”

The collection
All watches in the Ellicott collection are automatic 

– ranging from bought customised movements, to 

semi-manufactured movements, to the new in-

house Calibre MG3 movement with circumferential 

rotor. Currently there are four main ranges. Most 

loyal to Ellicott’s legacy is the Majesty. Created in 

tribute to King George III, the Majesty’s manufacture 

movement features a circumferential winding rotor, 

which allows the movement to be clearly seen 

and admired. The cushion-shaped case is carved 

from a block of gold with a tantalum bezel and 

the piece has a 70-hour power reserve, date at  

3 o’clock and off-centre running seconds display. 

The ultra-modern Mach One Collection includes the 

Airforce – the world’s first ‘Carbon Stealth Concept’ 

chronograph incorporating tantalum, titanium and 

the same monolithic epoxy carbon employed by 

aeronautic stealth technology. The chronograph 

buttons are positioned on the left of the case with 

the crown on the right, there is a 44-hour power 

reserve and the chronograph has 1/5th second and 

30 minute counters. 

Mechanically minded men will also appreciate the 

new Springfield Tourbillon concept watch, whose 

twin-rotor ‘butterfly’ winding system, designed in 

Above: Dedicated to today’s 
Cinderellas, the new Lady 
Tuxedo Midnight features 
a self-winding mechanical 
movement that sounds 
hours and quarters on 
request. Totally or partially 
set with diamonds, the 
case is fashioned in pink 
or white gold or steel. Only 
99 watches per version are 
available worldwide.

Left: The Lady Tuxedo 
Chronotimer XL automatic 
chronograph with titanium 
case and diamonds.
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collaboration with Christophe Claret, is a 

world-first. The Springfield is an automatic 

wristwatch with two oscillating weights 

whose winding action is said to be inspired 

by the beating wings of a butterfly. The 

dial features distinctive hour and minute 

hands and a seconds hand that is set on 

the tourbillon at 6 o’clock.

And as one of the few companies designing 

complicated mechanical watches specifically 

for women (as opposed to adapting existing 

men’s models) Ellicott has developed the 

Lady Tuxedo collection including the latest 

version – the tonneau-shaped Midnight 

equipped with a self-winding mechanical 

movement that sounds the hours and 

quarters on request. According to Finazzi, 

the inspiration behind the piece is “the 

modern-day Cinderella who needs to be 

aware of the approaching midnight”.  

Back in June, leading watch blogger Ariel 

Adams wrote on Luxist (just before The 

Watch Gallery, London announced it 

was to become a stockist): “I’m not sure 

where people are going to find Ellicott 

watches, but it’s a neat new brand (that 

uses an old British name) and deserves 

some attention.” So, who exactly should 

be offering Ellicott their attention? 

According to Finazzi: “An Ellicott customer 

is characterised by refined taste, attention 

to details, interest in mechanics and is 

knowledgeable about horology.” And why 

should they buy into a brand that is so 

new? “For the beauty and quality of the 

products and for the values conveyed by 

the brand.”  8

Further information: www.ellicott.ch

(Left) The 
original Mach One 

chronograph utilised 
a number of ultra-

sophisticated techniques 
both in terms of design and 

materials. It is equipped with 
a self-winding chronograph 

movement with flyback 
function, 30 minute counter, 

small seconds and date.

(Above) The majesty has a soft 
rounded cushion-shaped case in 
pink or white gold (plus a limited 

edition of 25 platinum pieces) 
and a tantulum bezel. The 

apertures in the dial 
and the back reveal 

the intricacies of the 
movement – the 

Ellicott caliber MG3 
automatic with 
circumferential 

rotor.

The Mach One Royal has a pink gold case, 
tantulum bezel and back and carbon dial.
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